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ABSTRACT
Our motivation in this work is to develop a narrative generation
mechanism for Interactive Storytelling that removes some of the
authoring burden that is inherent to plan-based approaches. We
focus on the class of narratives that dominate in Hollywood movies,
television serial dramas and situation comedies. These narratives
revolve around a central Protagonist in pursuit of a goal and who
faces a series of obstructions placed in their way by an Antagonist
and which they must overcome in order to reach their goal.

We cast this problem as a non-cooperative multi-agent planning
problem, in other words counter planning. We build on recent tech-
niques in goal recognition and landmark identification to develop
a novel plan-based narrative generation mechanism. A key oppor-
tunity that goal recognition provides is to reason explicitly with
partially observed action sequences, reflecting the reasoning pro-
cess of the antagonist. Thus the antagonist can only act to obstruct
if it is reasonable (to the viewer) that they have guessed the pro-
tagonist’s intentions. Starting from the believed goal, the narrative
generator can reason about the protagonist’s plan and what must
be done to achieve it i.e., the plan landmarks [8] and use these to
automatically identify suitable points of obstruction. In the paper
we detail the approach and illustrate it with a worked example. We
report the results of an experimental evaluation and user study in
a number of representative narrative domains. The experimental
results show that we can construct narratives displaying the desired
structure without the overhead of authoring narrative structuring
information. Results of the user study with system generated nar-
ratives confirm that viewers can clearly recognise agent roles and
narrative structure.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AI Planning has been widely used for narrative generation in In-
teractive Storytelling and Games [5, 16, 24, 31], largely because a
plan based approach can help ensure causality (promoting story
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understanding), whilst also offering a powerful and flexible genera-
tion mechanism [34]. However, the creation of planning domain
models has been acknowledged as a bottleneck that limits the ap-
plication of AI planning [9] and for narrative applications this is
further compounded by the need to author additional intermediate
agent goals in order to generate narratives which display suitable
structure and make sense to an audience. For example the inclusion
of authorial goals by Reidl [23] or pseudo-landmarks by Porteous et
al [18]. Thus in this work our motivation is to develop a narrative
generation mechanism which outputs narrative variants display-
ing desired narrative plan structure without requiring additional
authoring overhead of structuring information.

Our starting point was the observation that in many genres nar-
ratives conform to what David Bordwell described as the Canonic
Story Form [3] something that has also been noted in research on
story understanding and story grammars such as [27, 32]. Within
this the story is organised around a single Protagonist in pursuit of
some goal and it is their actions that drive the plot. The narrative
starts with a phase of exposition to clearly show the motivation of
the protagonist and the goal which they are striving towards. The
protagonist might have allies but their goal is attained primarily
through their own actions. The protagonist is blocked in the pursuit
of their goal by an Antagonist and the narrative proceeds with a
series of obstacles which the protagonist must overcome in order to
reach their goal. Most frequently (but not always) the protagonist
happily achieves their goal. This classical canonic story form is
prevalent in Hollywood and also in television serial dramas and
situation comedies. As illustration consider the movie Raiders of the
Lost Ark [30] where Indiana Jones (the protagonist) is obstructed
in his quest to find the Ark by the Nazis (the antagonist) who place
obstructions in his way.

Thus the problem we tackle is generating narrative plans for a
protagonist agent: beginning with their trait-driven pursuit of their
goal followed by a series of obstructions caused by an antagonist
agent, each of which forces the protagonist to find an alternative
way of achieving their goal. An important aspect of the solution
to this problem is that the generation mechanism should not need
narrative structuring information to be included in the narrative
domain model.

We observe that this is similar to the problem of planning for
a non-cooperative multi-agent system that features agents who
wish to prevent opponents from achieving their goals: a problem
which has been referred to as counter planning [4]. Recent results
in this area include the fully automated approach of Pozanco et
al [21] which uses a combination of: goal recognition to infer a
seeking agent’s goal; landmark extraction to identify subgoals that
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1: (introduce-pro john) Exposition (:init (protagonist john) (antagonist tom) (geek john)
2: (introduce-ant tom) (has-crush john ann) (hates tom john) ... )

Pro Plan Episode 1 (:goal (gone-prom john ann))
3: (join-band john)*
4: (play-in-band john) Ant Plan

↓ (has-instrument john) ** 9: (steal-instrument tom john) Pro Plan Episode 2
5: ✗(go-see-band ann) 10: (wash-dishes john)
6: (ask-to-prom john ann) 11: (buy-instrument john)
7: (drive-to-prom john ann) 12: (go-see-band ann)
8: (go-prom john ann) 13: (ask-to-prom john ann) Ant Plan Episode 3 Resolution

↓ (car-working john) ** 16: (break-car tom) Pro Plan
14: ✗(drive-to-prom john ann) 17: (borrow-car john)

KEY: 15: (go-prom john ann) 18: (drive-to-prom john ann)
* Goal Recognition; ** Interference; ↓ Action precondition 19: (go-prom john ann)

Figure 1: School Example: initial exposition of Protagonist goal and Antagonist motivation(actions 1-2); Initial Pro Plan gen-
erated (episode 1, actions 3-8); * Ant recognises Pro goal by action 4; ** Ant selects prec of action 5 as Interference; Ant in-
terference plan (episode 1, action 9); protagonist replans to goal (episode 2, actions 10-15); ** Ant selects precs of action 14 to
interfere and generates plan (episode 2, action 16); Pro replan to reach goal (episode 3, actions 17-19). Output narrative is chain
of 3 episodes with episode 3 resolving to the goal: the sequence of actions 1, 2, 3-4, 9, 10-13, 16-19 (highlighted bold).

can be used by a preventing agent to block the seeking agent’s goal
achievement; and AI planning by the preventing agent to generate
the counter plan that blocks the seeker’s goal achievement. How-
ever, we are interested in generating narratives so a key difference
to counter planning is that we want to generate plans where the
antagonist (preventing agent) obstructs the protagonist (seeking
agent) in pursuit of their goal in ways which are recoverable and
allow the protagonist to eventually achieve their goal (e.g. Indiana
gets the Ark). Consequently our narrative generation approach uses
a combination of: plan generation (the protagonists initial plan);
goal recognition (by the antagonist); landmark identification (by
the antagonist to select obstruction points); plan generation (the
antagonists obstruction plan); re-planning (or plan repair) by the
protagonist to recover from antagonist obstruction. This approach
is fully implemented in a prototype system called ProVant.

The paper is organised as follows: the next section gives overview
and rationale to our ProVant approach. This is followed in section
3 with detailed discussion of the ProVant algorithm and a worked
example as illustration (section 4). Results of a series of experiments
and a user study are reported and discussed in section 5. We close
with discussion of closely related work (section 6) and conclusions.

2 RATIONALE: Protagonist vs. Antagonist
A common approach for narrative generation, has been to use
goal directed planning in order to generate a plot from a domain
theory. This plot-based approach to narrative generation, in the
tradition of [35] such as [24], has a number of strengths including
the ability to generate causally related action sequences and control
over narrative properties (e.g. build up and release of suspense [6]).

An area of research that has received much attention in narra-
tive generation is in defining an appropriate search approach that
extends a basic goal directed search, by encompassing the various
narrative parameters. Several approaches have been made in order
to capture reasonable antagonistic behaviours. As illustration, these
include: the use of specially authored narrative constraints [18];
the inclusion of authorial goals [23]; and the inclusion of character

goals in the intentional planning approach of [24, 33]. However,
in each case it has been necessary to manage the problem of com-
peting goals within a single goal directed system. In so doing the
burden is transferred to the domain modeller, who must structure
the model in such a way that forces any generated narratives to
appear to simulate the agents acting towards their competing goals.

However it appears natural instead to think of this as a multi-
agent problem and separate the consideration of the two agents:
the protagonist versus the antagonist. This allows us to focus on
the interaction of the two agents and the properties that exist
between the two agents outwith of their specific domainmodels. For
example, we can consider how the antagonist can become aware of
the protagonist and their aims (i.e., through partial observation and
goal recognition) and how they make choices between alternative
ways to interfere with the protagonists plan.

In this section we will introduce the protagonist and antagonist
agent components of our system and in section 3 we will detail the
approach to bringing these agent actions together in a narrative. As
illustration throughout the paper we will use a narrative example
set in the domain of a senior school. This is a familiar narrative
setting which has featured in manymovies, TV series, serial dramas,
as well as Interactive Storytelling systems (e.g. the anti-bullying
system FearNot![1] and Prom Week [12]).

2.1 The Protagonist
The protagonist can be considered as a relatively simple agent: they
have some goal that they wish to achieve and they make a plan that
they hope will lead them to achieve it. For example, a student at
senior school who wants to get another student to go to the Prom
with them: they might realise that they need to make themselves
more popular and hence set about making that happen (this is the
narrative example shown in Figure 1). If at some point their plan
is interfered with (e.g. by an enemy) then they simply formulate a
new plan to their goal and try that instead.

On their own, the actions of the protagonist in pursuit of their
goal does not make an interesting narrative. For example, Bordwell
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notes that “the classical Hollywood film presents individuals who
struggle to ... attain specific goals. In the course of this struggle the
character enters into conflict with others ...” [3] (pg 157) and McKee
observes that “... meaningful change in the life situation of a char-
acter is ... achieved through conflict” [14] (pg 34). Consequently the
structure of the ”classical Hollywood” narrative is as follows: begin
with initial exposition of the protagonist goal and the antagonist
motivation; proceed with the protagonists attainment of their goal
blocked by antagonist interference, so the narrative consists of a
series of chains of antagonist interference followed by protagonist
actions to recover from the interference; these chains of obstruc-
tion/interference and recovery usually (but not necessarily) lead to
the protagonist achieving their goal. It is this structure which we
use as the basis for the generation mechanism in ProVant.

2.2 The Antagonist
For our target class of narratives, the role of antagonist in the
narrative is to act as the force of opposition to interfere and obstruct
the protagonist in achieving their goals. From the antagonist agent
perspective this task can be split into two parts: observing the
protagonist’s behaviour in order to identify their intentions and
recognise the goal that they are working towards; and considering
the possible ways in which the antagonist can attempt to interfere
with these intentions to stop them from achieving their goal.

For example, in the senior school narrative domain, if the protag-
onist student has a goal of securing a date to the prom they could
start by setting in motion a series of actions to make themselves
more popular (e.g. join a band, play a gig, gain social status and so
on). The antagonist notices what the protagonist is doing and tries
to work out their goal (intention recognition). The antagonist then
reasons about what they could do to stop them being successful
(choosing how to interfere) and sets about enacting their own plan.

2.2.1 Simulating Intent Recognition. Although within the nar-
rative generator, the protagonists goal is known, we hide this in-
formation from the antagonist. Instead the antagonist is required
to observe the protagonist’s actions, along with the viewer 1, and
then must deduce the most likely goal of the protagonist. Of course
they may only be able to observe a certain subset of the protago-
nist’s full action sequence and it is this partial sequence that the
antagonist uses to predict the goal of the protagonist. In particular,
we would like the generated narratives to reflect the necessary
reasoning that the antagonist must do, so that the antagonist can
only act to interfere if it is reasonable that they can have guessed
the protagonist’s intentions. In order to achieve this we have set the
problem as a goal recognition task, where the returned likelihood
scores of the goal recognition system are used in order to determine
the antagonist’s certainty in the protagonist’s intentions. From the
viewer’s point of view this leads to appropriate behaviour on the
part of the antagonist, as the antagonist is seen to be acting on
information that has been presented to them (i.e. the viewer knows
what the antagonist knows).

2.2.2 Choosing How to Interfere. Once the antagonist has de-
termined the goal of the protagonist, they will want to interfere.

1We use viewer by default to refer to an audience of some form of visual media but
this could equally be a reader of a text based narrative.

In order to do this they will decide how best to interfere in the
protagonist’s plan and then they will make a plan to interfere.

The starting point for choosing how to interfere in ProVant is
to identify those things that must occur on any plan to the protag-
onist’s goal. Once these are identified we know (and therefore the
antagonist might reason) that if the protagonist is aiming to achieve
the assumed goal then their plan must achieve these facts. These
therefore provide appropriate suggestions for points at which to in-
terfere. After Pozanco et al [21] we view these as fact landmarks [8]
(facts that must become true on any path to the goal) and are thus
able to exploit efficient algorithms for their automated extraction
in ProVant.

We make a distinction between types of antagonist interfer-
ence: we say they are recoverable if the protagonist is still able
to achieve their original goal; else they are non-recoverable (we
define these terms in section 3.1). In particular, it is important that
as far as possible that narratives are constructed using recoverable
interferences during its main body. Only as a final step and in spe-
cial circumstances of narrative generation (i.e., if the protagonist’s
eventual failure is the desired ending) should a non-recoverable
interference be considered.

2.3 Narrative Generation with ProVant
The approach implemented in ProVant is to generate narratives
displaying the classical hollywood structure by chaining together
the following phases: an initial phase of narrative Exposition; fol-
lowed by a series of Protagonist versus Antagonist Episodes; and a
final phase of goal Resolution.

The Exposition gives an introduction to the Protagonist and their
goal and introduction to the Antagonist and their motivation. As
we use a planning approach this information comes directly from
the initial state and goal condition of a problem instance (e.g. as
shown in Figure 1). The series of Episodes that form the backbone
of the narrative are formed from segments of protagonist progress
towards their goal alongside attempted antagonist interference. If
all antagonist interferences are recoverable then the final episode
of the narrative is the Resolution: a plan for the protagonist that
results in them achieving their original goal (this is the case for the
narrative shown in Figure 1).

3 THE PROVANT SYSTEM
3.1 Planning Background and Definitions
A pddl [13] planning problem is a tuple, ⟨P,A, s I N IT ,д⟩, with a set
of propositions, P, a set of actions, A, an initial state, s I N IT and
set of goal propositions, д. For simplicity we assume that actions
are represented by three sets of propositions: the precondition and
the add and delete effects. A solution to the planning problem is a
plan, π , which is a sequence of actions that transition from s I N IT

to some state, sд , that satisfies the goal i.e. д ⊆ sд . Two actions, a0
and a1 can be applied simultaneously, denoted, ⟨a0;a1⟩, when they
do not have interfering conditions and effects (i.e., mutex [2, 21]).

For this work we use a modified problem description:
⟨P,AP ,AA, s I N IT ,GP,дP ⟩, which separates the protagonist and
antagonist’s action sets,AP andAA, respectively. We notice that the
actions inAP have an additional property that indicates whether the
action is observable or hidden and we use this to define a function,
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public(a), which holds for observable actions. This function is used
when passing actions to the goal recognition system. GP defines
the set of possible protagonist goals and дP is the actual goal for
this problem. Antagonist goals are identified automatically by the
system.

The goal recognition problem takes the input: ⟨P,A, s I N IT ,GP,obs⟩
and returns a likelihood estimate for each д ∈ GP, given the set of
observations, obs . A threshold value, ψ , is used to indicate when
one goal is deemed sufficiently more likely.

As discussed earlier, in order to interfere the antagonist must
first determine the protagonist’s intended goal:

Definition 1. The antagonist’s current belief about the protago-
nist’s intended goal, BANT (д

P ), is defined as д ∈ GP, if the likelihood
of д exceeds the other goals by the threshold,ψ , given the starting state
and current set of observable protagonist actions: {a | public(a) ∧ a ∈
aP0 , . . . ,a

P
n }. It is not defined otherwise.

Once the antagonist has determined the protagonist’s goal (believes
they have) they then work to make a plan to interfere.

Definition 2. An interference is a plan, πA, which, interferes with
the protagonist’s plan, πP .

As noted in [21] the landmarks of a goal are those facts that must
become true on any plan that achieves the goal. We therefore know
that if the protagonist is aiming to achieve the believed goal then
their plan must achieve these facts (these are fact landmarks as
introduced by Hoffmann et al [8]). These therefore provide ap-
propriate suggestions for points at which to interfere. For a given
landmark, l , for the current believed goal, BANT (д

P ), the following
set of interferences are considered by ProVant:

Definition 3. The set of candidate interferences, I , is the set of
all plans, πA, that will remove a proposition, p, that is a precondition
of an l (a landmark) achieving action.

If the antagonist has recognised the goal correctly (i.e. BANT (д
P )

= дP ) and chosen an appropriate way to interfere in the protag-
onist’s plan then they will successfully prevent the protagonist
from achieving their goal. At this point it is necessary to make a
distinction between recoverable and non-recoverable interferences.

Definition 4. An interference is a recoverable interference
(RI) if the protagonist can recover from the interference and still
achieve their goal.

For an interference ip ∈ I, given the antagonist’s plan, aA0 , . . . ,a
A
n−1

to interfere with (achieve) ip and the protagonist’s current plan,
aP0 , . . . ,a

P
m ; the projected start state for the protagonist after the

interference is sn=apply(s0,aA0 ;a
P
0 ; . . . ;a

A
n−1); then ip is recoverable

if: ⟨sn ,дP ⟩, is solvable by the protagonist (using actions in AP ).

In particular, a narrative should be constructed using recoverable
interferences during its main body. Only as a final step and in spe-
cial circumstances of narrative generation (i.e., if the protagonist’s
eventual failure is the desired ending) should a non-recoverable
interference be considered.

3.2 Algorithm/Pseudo code
The pseudo code for the ProVant system are presented in Fig-
ure 2. At the heart of our approach is the generation of interference

function PROVANT(s I N IT ,дP )
s ← s I N IT ; πP∪A ← ϵ
while s ̸ |= дP do

// extend narrative with choice of episode option
π0, . . . ,πn ← createEpisodes(s)
πep ← selectEpisode(π0, . . . ,πn )
s ← s(πep ); πP∪A ← πP∪A + πep

end while
return πP∪A

end function

function createEpisodes(s I N IT ,дP )
i ← 0; Πeps ← []

πP ← getPROPlan(s,дP )
// Pro plan plays out while Ant observes
for all i ∈ 0, . . . |πP | do

// When sure, Ant’s possible interferences are explored
πpre ← πP0 , . . . ,π

P
i−1

if (ANTsureOfMotive(s I N IT ,πpre )) then
s ← simulateSteps(s I N IT ,πpre )
for all дA ← ANTInterferences(s I N IT ,πpre ) do

πep ← enactInterference(s,πP , i,дP ,дA))
Πeps .add(πpre + πep )

end for
end if

end for
return Πeps

end function

function enactInterference(s,πP , i,дP ,дA)
j ← 0; πep ← ϵ
πA ← getANTPlan(s,дA)
// Pro and Ant plans are played out simultaneously
while (s ̸ |= дP

∧
s ̸ |= дA

∧
applicable(s, ⟨πAj ;π

P
i ⟩)) do

s ← simulateStep(s, ⟨πAj ;π
P
i ⟩)

πep ← πep + ⟨πAj ;π
P
i ⟩; i ← i + 1; j ← j + 1

end while
// Continue applying Ant plan if applicable
while (s ̸ |= дA

∧
applicable(s,πAj )) do

s ← simulateStep(s,πAj )

πep ← πep + πAj ; j ← j + 1
end while
return πep

end function
Figure 2: Pseudo code for ProVant. The ProVant function
iteratively grows a narrative by generating a set of interfer-
ence episodes and then selecting one to continue the nar-
rative. Each episode (createEpisodes) starts from the pro-
tagonist generating a plan to their goal. The antagonist has
the opportunity to observe the protagonist’s (public actions)
progress and attempts to guess their intentions.Where their
intentions can be guessed, the set of possible interference
is generated and each is used to construct an interference
episode (enactInterference).
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episodes, where the protagonist attempts to achieve their goal and
the antagonist identifies a way of interfering with the protagonist so
that they are prevented or delayed. A narrative is constructed of one
or more episodes until the protagonist finally achieves their goal. At
the top level the PROVANT function is responsible for growing the
narrative by selecting a sequence of interference episodes, which
will lead to the protagonist eventually achieving their goal. The
first stage is to generate the set of interference episodes for the
current state, as described below. The second step is to select one
to continue the narrative. Once one has been selected the state and
current narrative fragment is updated and the process is repeated.

The selection between the proposed episodes provides an oppor-
tunity to control how the narrative is progressed and there may
be several criteria that are used at this point in order to make this
decision. In this work we prefer those episodes (if any) where the
antagonist has blocked the protagonist and where the protagonist
can still recover. In order to explore several interference episodes
we then select the episode that leaves the protagonist the furthest
from their goal (measured as the length of a plan from the final
state of the episode to their goal).

Each episode starts from the protagonist generating a plan in
an attempt to achieve their aims (createEpisodes). At this point
we address the problem that the antagonist has in terms of deter-
mining the intentions of the protagonist (indicated by the function
AntsureOfMotive). This method attempts to determine the inten-
tions of the protagonist by utilising a goal recognition system. For
a given initial state, set of observations, and a set of potential goals,
the system attributes a heuristic likelihood score to each of the
potential goals. Our system then uses these scores to determine
whether the antagonist can guess the protagonist’s goal. We have
used the approach presented in [17] as it can operate from partial
observation sequences. This allows us to more accurately reflect the
reasoning process by only providing the goal recognition system
with the actions that the antagonist can have observed.

Each of the points in the plan where the protagonist’s inten-
tions can be guessed provides an opportunity to explore the pos-
sible interferences of the antagonist. For example, the antagonist
may begin acting as soon as they can, or there might be some de-
lay, which might change how they will end up interfering. The
createEpisodes method gathers all of the possible interferences
for each of these points. The set of possible interferences is gen-
erated using a process similar to [21]. The first step is to select
the antagonist’s belief of the protagonist’s goal (the one that the
goal recognition indicated was most likely) and then generate the
set of landmarks for this goal. The system then identifies the set
of interferences. We assume in our pseudo code that each of the
generated interferences is actable on by the antagonist 2.

Once a starting point and an interference have been selected the
enactInterferencemethod generates the interference episode by
attempting to execute the plans together. Where there is a conflict
between the actions, the antagonist’s action is enacted. Once the
protagonist or antagonist have achieved their goal, or indeed one
of them is blocked then any remaining actions of the antagonist’s
plan are applied and the episode is returned.

2In practice, this property can be hard to calculate up front and we instead prune
during the enaction of the interference.

4 WORKED EXAMPLE
To illustrate the process of narrative generation with ProVant
consider generation of a narrative for the Senior School domain
introduced in section 2; the key steps of the process are illustrated
in Figure 1. We will assume that the ProVant system is called with
the goal that John, the protagonist, wants to go to prom with Ann.
And that Tom, the antagonist, believes that John either wants to
join the sports team, or otherwise take Ann to the prom. The sys-
tem starts with a shared state, which captures the initial positions
and attributes of the characters (e.g., John has an instrument). As
John’s goal is not yet achieved a collection of plausible episodes
is generated (createEpisodes). The first step is for a plan to be
constructed that allows John to achieve his goal. An example plan is
presented in actions 1-8 of Figure 1. Note that narratives must begin
with initial steps of exposition of the goal of the protagonist (action
1) and the motivation of the antagonist (action 2). As discussed
earlier (section 2.3).

Our system then steps through the protagonist’s plan; starting
from (introduce-pro john). At each step the set of observable ac-
tions (from the beginning of the episode) are identified and used
to determine whether the antagonist can be certain of the protag-
onist’s aims. In this case the first two actions are not observable,
providing no clues to John’s intentions. However, if we assume that
at the third step Tom can observe John joining a band then the goal
recognition system returns the following values for the two goals:

➔ (and (go-prom john ann) ): 0.2857143
➔ (and (on-team john) ): 0.16666667

The goal recognition approach returns a heuristic value that indi-
cates the likelihood of the goal being the intended goal. They use
a threshold value to determine when the difference in heuristic
estimates is sufficient in order to select a single goal. A difference of
0.2 between the values returned by the goal recognition is deemed
sufficient to indicate that the protagonist’s goal is clearly distin-
guishable. As such, the antagonist is still not certain at this step.

However, the observation of John playing in the band changes
the estimates provided by the goal recognition system:

➔ (and (go-prom john ann) ): 0.42857143
➔ (and (on-team john) ): 0.16666667

In this case, the antagonist is certain of the protagonist’s goal
(method AntsureOfMotive returns True) and can consider inter-
fering. The set of landmarks is generated for John’s believed goal:

(go-prom john ann): [..., (attractive john), (crush ann john),
(working-car john),
(asked-to-prom john ann),...]

The system then generates the set of actions that the protagonist can
use to achieve each of these propositions. For example, the action
(go-see-band Ann), has the effect of (crush ann john). The precon-
ditions for these actions are then examined in order to determine if
the antagonist can delete them. At this stage the system identifies
that the antagonist can delete the (has-instrument john) precondi-
tion of (go-see-band Ann), by applying the (steal-instrument tom
john) action. It also identifies that the (car-working john) precondi-
tion of the (drive-to-prom john ann) action can be deleted with the
(break-car tom) action.
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Each of these interferences are explored, by calling the
enactInterferencemethod, leading to the construction of a possi-
ble episode. Figure 1 presents two instances of this method: action 9
and action 16 (the latter is from a later part of the narrative construc-
tion process). In these cases the antagonist blocks the protagonist
from taking an action that is important for their goal. For example,
in stealing John’s instrument, Tom prevents John from being seen
in the band.

After all of the feasible interferences have been examined at
this step, the system continues stepping through the protagonist’s
plan, considering each step as a possible starting point for the
antagonist’s interference. In the proceeding steps the antagonist’s
certainty in the protagonist’s intentions increases, e.g., after John
has asked Ann to the prom (action 6):

➔ (and (go-prom john ann) ): 0.71428573
➔ (and (on-team john) ): 0.16666667

At this point the set of landmarks that have not been achieved is
smaller, resulting in fewer opportunities to interfere. The set of
open landmarks is:

(go-prom john ann): [...,(working-car john),
(asked-to-prom john ann),...]

Tom can now only interfere with the car-working precondition of
the drive-to-prom action.

The complete set of single interference episodes is returned
to the ProVant method. In this example, all of the episodes are
recoverable and therefore none are pruned. For example, Figure 1
presents one of the possible continuations of the protagonist’s plan
after their instrument is stolen. The system selects the narrative
that leaves the protagonist furthest from their goal. In this example,
this is achieved by selecting the episode where Tom steals John’s
instrument (forcing John into a longer sequence of actions in order
to play with the band). The effect of the episodes are enacted on the
state and the process is repeated. In this case the protagonist will
need to discover some way of compensating for the antagonist’s
interference. As we observed above, as part of the narrative has
already taken part there are fewer open landmarks and therefore
fewer opportunities to interfere. Moreover, our system ensures
that if the protagonist can achieve their goals then a narrative is
constructed. It achieves this by pruning non-recoverable episodes
and not allowing the antagonist to interfere in the same way twice.

5 EVALUATION
For the evaluation we created a test set of PDDL models for the
following narrative domains, all of which are based on examples
from the literature:
• Aladdin [24]. The familiar folk tale set in a magical land.
• Little Red Riding Hood [23]. Based on the European fairy tale.
• Western [33]. Featuring a rancher called Hank and a railroad
developer who wants his land.
• Raiders of the Lost Ark [33]. Featuring an archaeologist who
wants to find a lost treasure and others who act to prevent him.
• Prom Week [12]. A high school story domain with characters
wanting to gain social status, get a date for the prom and so on.
• Detective domain [10]. A detective wants to solve crimes and get
promoted. A thief wants to commit crime and escape detection.

Domain |πP | (no ant) |πP
I
| (with ant) |πA∪P

I
| #INT

Aladdin 7 11 16 3
Basketball 12 14 16 2
Raiders 8 9 11 3
RedHood 3 5 7 2
School 8 11 13 2
Western 8 11 13 2

Table 1: This table records several properties for the narra-
tive selected by ProVant on a collection of story domain
problems. It records the length of the protagonist’s plan
with no interference (|πP |) and with interference (|πP

I
|). It

records the overall narrative length, including both agents
(|πA∪P
I
|) and the number of times the antagonist interferes

(#INT).

The domain actions were partitioned depending on their relevance
for the different types of agent (protagonist or antagonist) with
some actions of relevance to both (as well as other agents in the
world). This is similar to strategies used in other narrative ap-
proaches: Impractical used an actor flag in its PDDL action speci-
fication to constrain the action to character agents of the desire type
[31]; and similarly glaive used a PDDL representation augmented
with an agents field, denoting agent relevance [33].

Each domain supports a variety of goals, which means that the
goal recognition task is not trivial. For example, in the School
domain, the protagonist can have different goals such as wanting
to make the school team, or take another student to the prom.

5.1 Experiments
The system was implemented in Python and exploits metric-ff [7]
and an implementation of the goal recognition approach presented
in [17]. As metric-ff is not an agent based planner, when plan-
ning for a particular agent, the relevant action set for that agent is
constructed and provided to the planner.

We wanted to demonstrate that ProVant is capable of automat-
ically “complexifying” narrative (as termed by Riedl [23]) without
the need for authored goals. To this end the system was used to
generate narratives for each of the 6 domains described above. Ta-
ble 1 indicates the impact of the antagonist interferences on the
overall length of the narrative. Column |πP | details the length of a
narrative generated to achieve the protagonist’s original goal. In
this case there are no interference from the antagonist. The next
columns present the number of narrative actions in the complete
narrative, which includes antagonist interferences. |πP

I
| presents

the number of protagonist actions and |πA∪P
I
| presents the total

narrative length for both agents (i.e., the length of the overall narra-
tive chain). The results indicate that the antagonist’s actions have
an important impact on the protagonists path to achieving their
goal. In particular, the protagonist must extend or change their plan
to compensate for the antagonist’s interferences. In these cases
the average extension of the narratives from the base-line (no an-
tagonist interferences) is 62%. The nature of how the antagonist’s
actions alter the generated narrative vary between the domains.
For example, in the School domain, the antagonist might steal the
protagonist’s instrument, preventing, or delaying the protagonist
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Domain |eps | |epsA | |epsNR | |eps\0 |

AladdinAll 38 30 0 8
AladdinPub 37 30 0 7

BasketballAll 24 18 0 3
BasketballPub 21 9 0 5

RaidersAll 13 5 3 7
RaidersPub 10 3 1 6

RedHoodAll 9 4 0 5
RedHoodPub 7 3 7 4

SchoolAll 12 9 0 3
SchoolPub 12 9 0 3

WesternAll 9 6 0 3
WesternPub 10 5 0 4

Table 2: Table records number of episodes generated while
constructing the narrative for each of the domains, with full
observability (domainAll ) and where antagonist can only ob-
serve public actions (domainPub ). The table records the num-
ber of episodes that are won by the antagonist (|epsA |), that
cannot be recovered from (|epsNR |) and that finish the narra-
tive (|eps\0 |): those where the protagonist reaches their goal.

from joining a band. The protagonist must then reconsider how to
attract Ann’s attention.

The final column indicates the number of antagonist interfer-
ences during the narrative. This demonstrates that the ProVant
system is able to chain together several protagonist/antagonist
episodes.

Table 2 presents the number and categories of episodes that are
generated during the construction of the narratives. The number
of episodes generated provides an indication of the diversity of
narrative structures that are supported by the system. In particular,
for each episode selected during narrative construction, there were
an average of 5 alternatives to choose from.

The table shows that in the Raiders of the Lost Ark (Raiders)
and Little Red Riding Hood (RedHood) the system generated non-
recoverable interferences. Because these are identified these provide
an opportunity for controlling the narrative structure, without
accidentally discovering a dead-end.

5.2 Authoring Reduction
To assess the reduction in authoring effort we use the number
of antagonist interferences in ProVant narratives as a proxy for
authored structuring goals. Column #INT in Table 1 shows the
number of times the antagonist interfered for our test set of prob-
lem instances across the selected narrative domains: on average
2-3 interference points for plans containing 7-16 actions. This ap-
pears roughly comparable to the number of authored narrative
structuring goals reported in the literature. For example, [23] in-
cludes examples with 2 author goals per plans of 8-10 actions in
length, while [20] includes figures which suggest a minimum of
1-2 authored goals to every 10 action per output narrative plan for
average length plans of 65-75 actions. This is a significant reduction
in authoring effort as ProVant removes the need to specify these.

(1) John is a geek. He has a crush on Ann. John announces he wants to
take Ann to the Prom. (2) Tom hates John. He wants to stop John being
successful. (3) John joins a band so he doesn’t look like a geek. (4) John
plays with the band. (9) Tom steals John’s instrument so he can’t be
seen playing with the band. (10) John gets a job washing dishes to earn
money to buy a new instrument. (11) John buys an instrument with the
money. (12) Ann goes to see the band and develops a crush on John. (13)
John asks Ann to the prom. (16) Tom sneaks in and breaks John’s car so
he can’t drive Ann to the prom. (17) John borrows a car as his is broken.
(18) John drives Ann. (19) John and Ann go to the prom.

Figure 3: Example Senior School Narrative: the ProVant nar-
rative plan in Figure 1 has been translated to text sentences
(numbers in brackets correspond to actions in the plan).
(1) John is a geek. He has a crush on Ann. John announces
that he wants to take Ann to the Prom. Sue is a cheerleader.
Sue doesn’t want a date to the Prom. (3) John joins a band so he doesn’t
look like a geek. (4) John plays with the band. Sue goes cheerleading.
(12) Ann goes to see the band and develops a crush on John.
Sue goes shopping for a Prom dress. (13) John asks Ann to the Prom.
(18) John drives Ann. (19) John and Ann go to the Prom.

Figure 4: Example School Narrative for Validation: non-
interfering actions (underlined) replace antagonist interfer-
ence (numbers in brackets remain from plan in Fig. 1).

We observe that it is likely that different sets of authored goals
would be required for different types of narrative goals so the num-
ber requiredwould bemuch larger than this in practice. For example,
[19] had 4 different goal themes and we could reasonably assume
that different types of goals would require different collections of
goal structuring information. Thus the numbers of authored goals
required would quickly escalate. In contrast ProVant automati-
cally identifies these interference points thus removing entirely the
overhead of authoring them as an additional part of the model.

5.3 User Study
We also conducted a study to evaluate if users were able to recognise
the structure of ProVant narratives: both the role of the Protagonist
and Antagonist agent; and also the interferences enacted by the
Antagonist. For the study we recruited 39 English speaking adults
who completed an on-line questionnaire.We used the same domains
as the experiments (Aladdin, Basketball, Raiders, Red Riding Hood,
Senior School, Western), however to mitigate for prior knowledge
of Aladdin, Raiders and Red Riding Hood names of characters and
objects were mapped to alternates as follows:

Aladdin: Aladdin→ Jack, Jasmine→ Fiona, Jafar→ Hook
Raiders: Indiana→ Prof. Brown, Nazi→ Col. Grey, Ark→ Treasure
RedHood: Red Riding→ George, Bad Wolf→ Snake, Granny→ Uncle

Narrative plans were translated to text sentences for use in the
study. As illustration, Figure 3 shows the text translation of the
ProVant plan used in the worked example (section 4). At the start
of the survey users were told the role of a Protagonist (”the main
character who tries to achieve some goal”) and Antagonist (”another
character, who tries to obstruct them”). Then for each story they
were asked to name the Protagonist and the Antagonist if they
thought any of the characters filled this role. They were also asked
if they thought the Antagonist had interfered and if they responded
”yes” then they were asked to state all of the ways in which they
had interfered.
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Domain Protagonist Antagonist #Interferences
Aladdin 100 100 86.5 (13.5)
Basketball 97.4 97.4 83.8 (16.2)
Raiders 100 97.4 65.8 (34.2)
Red Riding Hood 97.4 97.4 % 80.6 (19.4)
Senior School 94.9 100 97.2 (2.8)
Western 100 100 94.6 (5.4)

Table 3: Results of User Study (shown as %). Users were
shown text translation of narrative plans and asked to iden-
tify Protagonist, Antagonist and #Antagonist interferences.
The Interferences column shows the % who correctly identi-
fied all interferences with partially correct in brackets.

The results of the survey are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that
users were clearly able to identify the Protagonist and Antagonist.
Further they were able to identify the antagonist interferences.

As comparison to validate the approach we also showed users a
narrative without a clear Antagonist for the Senior School domain
which is the narrative shown in Figure 4. This narrative was created
by replacement of interfering actions with other actions for an
unrelated character. Thus the variants used in this study were N1
(Figure 3 and N2 (Figure 4). For both variants users were asked to
identify the Protagonist and Antagonist if they think there is one.
For N2, all users correctly reported that there was no Antagonist.
Users were also asked if they found either of the narratives more
interesting: all users selecting N1 as more interesting and offering
free text explanations that it was the antagonist interference as
explanation. The following give a flavour of the free-text comments
offered by users: ”In story #1, the antognist provided amore interesting
story than story #2”, ” More happened to obstruct John”, ”More drama
due to the antagonist”, ”There are conflicts”.

6 RELATEDWORK
A popular approach in narrative generation has been to use some
form of ”author goals” as a mechanism to help structure output
narratives. These author goals can be seen as forming a scaffold on
which the narrative can be built by specifying intermediate states
for the narrative to pass through and to help shape its trajectory.
This helps to ensure that the story meets desired quality criteria (i.e.
the view of the author/director/designer) and also to help add com-
plexity to the narrative. Plan-based approaches which have used
this strategy include the approach of Riedl [23] who used author
goals to encode desired narrative properties and ”complexify” the
output narrative: partial-order planning being used for generating
the story and the author’s goals incorporated as constraints on the
generated results. Porteous et al [18] used a similar mechanism
with their narrative ”constraints” which were partially specified
state descriptions, used to shape narrative trajectories.

With non plan-based approaches similar structuringmechanisms
have also been used. For example: both Lamstein et al [11] and
Nelson et al [15] used author events to help shape narratives in
their interactive systems; whilst the thespian system [28, 29] used
directorial goals to control structure in the interactive drama.

Regardless of the algorithmic approach, these narrative gener-
ation approaches require the specification of author goals (along
with any other orders between goals) which places additional bur-
den on the task of authoring these generative narrative models. In

contrast ProVant removes this part of the authoring task as these
intermediate states which help shape and complexify the narrative
are automatically identified by the system.

There has been some calls for the use of adversarial search tech-
niques to be extended beyond game AI to narrative and storytelling.
For example, Roberts el al [25] propose an adversarial model in
which agents encounter problems in achieving their goals, which
obstruct them and forces them to behave in ways other than those
which the agent originally intended. This is similar to the classical
hollywood structure [3] which we have targeted with ProVant.
Whilst there has been some exploration of these ideas in game like
settings to enhance player experience there is still a requirement for
the inclusion of author goals. For example, Roberts et al [26] eval-
uated mechanisms for automated story shaping and endeavoured
to reduce the authoring required to shape players’ interactive nar-
rative experiences. They explored the use of more abstract author
goals which, whilst leveraging some reductions in the scripting
burden, nevertheless did not remove the need for them completely.

The ProVant system builds on recent results of Pozanco et al
[21] who presented an automated approach to counter planning
using goal recognition and landmarks. We use a planning-based
goal recognition approach similar to [22] which assumes observa-
tions are actions and hence removes the need for plan libraries and
automated identification of fact landmarks as part of antagonist in-
terference reasoning [8]. Whilst drawing inspiration from Pozanco
et al [21], ProVant differs in a number of important respects. we
introduce a different mechanism for selection of interference points
(over their single Counterplanning goals); Importantly, ProVant
has a bias away from non-recoverable interference whereas with
counterplanning, the generated counterplanning goals are vital to
stop the seeking agent from achieving their goal (non-recoverable).
Further, with ProVant the protagonist’s goal is known, so goal
recognition is only used as a proxy for antagonist reasoning. This
ensures that interference occurs at points that appear reasonable
to the viewer i.e., could reasonably be deduced by the antagonist.

7 CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel mechanism for generating narratives
displaying the ”classical hollywood” structure. The approach is fully
automated and based on: goal detection (antagonist recognition of
protagonist intent); automated identification of interference points
(landmark extraction); and plan generation (protagonist plan to
goal; antagonist interference). Results show our approach can auto-
matically identify interference points and use those to complexify
the narrative in keeping with the target structure. Importantly, au-
tomated interference identification removes the need for authored
narrative structuring information. Results of a study showed users
can recognise narrative structure and agent roles: thus evidencing
that system narratives display the target structure.

We have viewed the protagonist and antagonist as system con-
trolled virtual agents but future work could extend the approach to
more game like settings where the viewer can take on the role of
protagonist or antagonist. As part of this the generation mechanism
could be used to assist in the creation of the planning domain mod-
els: using goal recognition and landmark extraction as the model is
created to identify potential sources of antagonist interference.
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